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Test Configuration\ConfigurationManagerTest fails in PHPUnit Backend
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Status: Closed Start date: 2013-08-06

Priority: Should have Due date:  

Assignee: Nicole Cordes % Done: 100%

Category: Tests Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Target version: next-patchlevel   

TYPO3 Version: 6.2 Complexity:  

PHP Version:  Is Regression:  

Tags:  Sprint Focus:  

Description

When running the tests in the PHPUnit backend the path of the current working directory is set to typo3/ (where mod.php is

included). Therefore the test canWriteConfigurationReturnsTrueIfDirectoryAndFilesAreWritable as it deals with paths relative to the

root directory. We have to use absolute paths to ensure files in typo3temp folder exist.

Associated revisions

Revision b1aebc8e - 2013-08-07 00:07 - Nicole Cordes

[BUGFIX] Test in Configuration\ConfigurationManagerTest fails in backend

When running the tests in the PHPUnit backend, the path of the current

working directory is typo3/ (where mod.php is included). Therefore the

test canWriteConfigurationReturnsTrueIfDirectoryAndFilesAreWritable

fails as it deals with paths relative to the root directory. We have to

use absolute paths to ensure files in typo3temp folder exist.

Resolves: #50845

Releases: 6.2, 6.1

Change-Id: I7859978c31cf523c8803316fdac8c067d00042cc

Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/22896

Reviewed-by: Jigal van Hemert

Tested-by: Jigal van Hemert

Reviewed-by: Stefan Neufeind

Tested-by: Stefan Neufeind

Revision 7b4c9622 - 2013-08-07 00:27 - Nicole Cordes

[BUGFIX] Test in Configuration\ConfigurationManagerTest fails in backend

When running the tests in the PHPUnit backend, the path of the current

working directory is typo3/ (where mod.php is included). Therefore the

test canWriteConfigurationReturnsTrueIfDirectoryAndFilesAreWritable

fails as it deals with paths relative to the root directory. We have to

use absolute paths to ensure files in typo3temp folder exist.

Resolves: #50845

Releases: 6.2, 6.1

Change-Id: I7859978c31cf523c8803316fdac8c067d00042cc

Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/22898

Reviewed-by: Stefan Neufeind

Tested-by: Stefan Neufeind

History

#1 - 2013-08-06 22:54 - Gerrit Code Review

- Status changed from New to Under Review

Patch set 1 for branch master has been pushed to the review server.

It is available at https://review.typo3.org/22896

#2 - 2013-08-06 22:57 - Gerrit Code Review
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Patch set 2 for branch master has been pushed to the review server.

It is available at https://review.typo3.org/22896

#3 - 2013-08-07 00:27 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_6-1 has been pushed to the review server.

It is available at https://review.typo3.org/22898

#4 - 2013-08-07 00:30 - Nicole Cordes

- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved

- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset 7b4c9622a894c10a3acdfe2dd78b50b275780daf.

#5 - 2018-10-02 12:12 - Benni Mack

- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
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